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Pedagogical principles 

 

Principles  

For our learners at Coniston we will nurture social and emotional growth alongside academic success whilst 
raising the aspirations of our learners and their families. We will be proactive in promoting metacognition, self-
regulation and independence and throughout the learning process we will champion inclusiveness and 
celebrate differences while recognising the importance of our local community.  
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Outcomes  

Promotion of these principles will result in our children becoming… 

 
 
 
Successful learners 
 

 
 
 
Who… 

• have enthusiasm and motivation for learning 
• have determination to reach high standards of achievement 
• are open to new thinking and ideas 
• use literacy, communication and numeracy skills 
• think creatively and independently 
• link and apply different learning 
• understand themselves as a learner  

 
 
Confident individuals 
 

 
 
Who… 

• have self-respect 
• have a sense of physical, mental and emotional wellbeing  
• pursue a healthy and active lifestyle 
• communicate their own beliefs and view of the world  

 
 
 
Responsible citizens 
 

 
 
Who… 

• respect others 
• participate responsibly in political, economic, social and cultural 

life 
• understand different beliefs and cultures 
• develop informed, ethical views of complex issues 

 
 
Effective contributors. 
 

 
 
Who… 

• have an enterprising attitude 
• are resilient 
• take the initiative and lead 
• apply critical thinking in new concepts 
• solve problems 
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Our principles in action across the curriculum   

Principle Indication  

Nurture social 
and 
emotional 
growth  

• Clear routines established across school  
• High expectations of behaviour with a clear Behaviour Policy  
• Celebration assemblies  
• Thrive programme   
• Participation in the Wellbeing and health awards  
• Follow Jigsaw PSHE scheme  
• Promotion of School Values  
• Promotion of learning behaviours  
• PE provision and participation in competitions  
• Oracy News hubs  

Raise 
aspirations 
 

• AFL centred approach to teaching  
• Knowledge driven curriculum   
• Opportunities to showcase knowledge  
• Educational Trips 
• Educational Visitors  
• Targeted interventions 
• Clear, strict Presentation Policy  
• Writing display boards 
• ABC talk utilised across school   
• Participation in Children’s University  
• Promotion of learning behaviours  
• Participation in the wellbeing and health awards  
• Parental workshops  
• Adult learning sessions 
• House point system   
• Learning mentor system  

Promote 
metacognition 
 

• Self-assessment systems used    
• Learning environments  
• Learning behaviours   
• Maths problem solving sessions  
• Text interrogation sessions  
• ABC talk utilised across school  
• Reasoning key rings  
• Knowledge transfer in the Connected Curriculum  

Champion 
inclusiveness 
and celebrate  
differences  
 

• Follow RE Discovery scheme   
• Annual place of worship visit  
• Educational Trips 
• Educational Visitors  
• Participation in the Wellbeing award 
• Follow Jigsaw teaching scheme  
• Choice of book to drive Connected Curriculum  
• Local, global and national themes through the Connected curriculum     
• Celebration of different religious festivals  
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Curriculum Intent 

Our principles will be delivered through a broad and balanced curriculum that consists of;   

• A curriculum that creates knowledgeable learners   
• A connected curriculum that has the acquisition and retention of knowledge at its core   
• Carefully selected themes and concepts that promote global citizenship    
• Well sequenced maths and English lessons with a heavy focus on assessment for learning and well 

organised and stimulating learning environments 

 

Our aim for the Curriculum is for it to create knowledgeable learners. Knowledgeable learners are able to hook 
back to prior knowledge that is stored in long term memory, and develop links to new schema. A schema is an 
interconnected web of knowledge that resides in our long-term memory. As you encounter new knowledge, it 
will connect with an existing schema and so the schema becomes bigger. The bigger the schema becomes, the 
easier it is to retrieve from the long term to the working memory - this is what happens as we move from a 
novice to an expert. 

 

Therefore in all areas of the curriculum planning is reactive to the children’s needs. Understanding what stage 
the children are at is key to the type of activity that the children may do within or across a series of lessons. 
Creating these schemas allows learners to flexibly retrieve important aspects of their knowledge with less 
effort meaning they then have the capacity to both perform cognitive skills such as analytical thinking, 
problem-solving, creativity and independence and to develop empathy in line with our pedagogical principles.  
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Connected Curriculum Rationale 

In line with our curriculum intent, we have designed a connected curriculum that has the acquisition of 
knowledge at its centre.  For maximum impact, the knowledge obtained must be sequenced, recalled and 
assessed.    

Sequence of Knowledge  

Knowledge is when humans make connections between the new and what has already been learned.  

 

With this in mind we have designed a connected curriculum that has horizontal, vertical links and diagonal 
links across the primary phase that allows knowledge to be sequenced and mapped coherently. Teachers know 
what learning has come before and what learning will come after, enabling them to utilise the knowledge that 
is in the children’s long-term memory.  
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Each unit is then carefully mapped out onto a knowledge organiser that informs the teacher of relevant 
knowledge the children already know and what new knowledge the children must obtain by the end of the 
unit.  

 

Recall of Knowledge  

Recall of knowledge is critical for robust, durable, long-term learning. Every time a memory is recalled, that 
memory becomes more accessible in the future. Therefore teachers plan well sequenced lessons across the 
unit of work which provide opportunities for recall of the knowledge learned.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Study 

Introduce children to 
new knowledge 

Phase 1 Recall 

Varied Tasks testing 
knowledge obtained 

Phase 2 Recall 

Recall knowledge 
through links within 
subject area being 

taught  
 

Phase 3 Recall  

Recall knowledge 
through links across 

subjects within the unit 
being taught  

 

Knowledge transfer  

Assess children’s 
knowledge to long term 

memory  

Further Study 

Apply long term 
knowledge to new 

learning in subsequent 
units  
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Assessment of Knowledge   

Ongoing assessment of knowledge is an essential component of our connected curriculum. This enables the 
teacher to ensure that all children will obtain the knowledge needed for them to perform the desirable 
cognitive skills outlined in our pedagogical principles. Throughout the unit of work there are therefore several 
opportunities for informal and formal assessment of the knowledge obtained.  

 

 

*Teacher’s use the five stage model outlined in the curriculum intent section to plan relevant activities to the 
children’s need.  

** The Plickers recall tests enables the teacher to have a snapshot on what knowledge has been retained and 
what knowledge may need more opportunity for retrieval. It is also an opportunity to practice spaced retrieval 
which involves repeatedly coming back to information that is being learned in various short sessions that are 
spaced out over time. 

 

*** The end of unit knowledge transfer acts as a platform from which the children showcase their 
understanding by; explaining things they have learned, articulating their ideas, developing their aspirations to 
succeed; making links to the real world and developing their confidence.   

 

 

 

 

Subject  Retrieval 1 Retrieval 2 Retrieval 3 
Subject 1 End of 1.1 1 week later End of 1.2 
Subject 2 End of 1.2 1 week later End of 1.3 
Subject 3 End of 1.3 1 week later  End of 2.1 
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Themes and concepts 

Global Citizenship  

Our connected curriculum educates children as global citizens and is committed to enabling learners to make 
informed choices which bring about positive change. The curriculum enhances learners’ awareness of their 
own values and assumptions; it challenges learners’ current perspectives and supports the development of 
their effective communication skills.  There are three main global themes that drive our connected curriculum. 
These themes reoccur across year groups and in and across all subject areas. This means the children can link 
between their current, previous and future learning and become experts within these global issues.  These 
themes are;   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Connected Curriculum’s key concepts  

As well as being influenced by the three global themes and the knowledge outlined in the National Curriculum 
the curriculum design has also been influenced by key concepts within each subject.  We revisit these concepts 
throughout the primary phase to allow children to make connections and links within the subject discipline. 
These concepts for each subject are outlined below.  

 

Geography 

Location   

The children will learn the names and locations of continents, countries and cities from across the World. The 
children in Year 1 will begin by focusing on their local environment and then on the four countries and capital 
cities of the United Kingdom. In Year 2 the children will begin to focus on the seven continents and five oceans. 
In Key Stage 2 the children will begin to locate an increasing number of countries from within these continents 
and locate and name the seven seas. 

As the children acquire this locational knowledge they will use it to support subsequent learning. It is 
important for children to locate the places that are spoken of in other areas of the curriculum, in the news or 
mentioned in their books. It is crucial for children to associate the name of a place with the corresponding area 
where that place is located. That way, the new noun that has been learned will have a real object linked to it. 
This new knowledge will be written deeper inside their memory and it will help the child be more functional 
and interdependent within the World.  

Diversity 
 

Sustainability  
 

Health 

By promoting diversity 
children will recognise and 
celebrate differences in 
gender, culture, class, 
nationality, religion, ethnicity 
and language. They will 
understand that these are all 
key factors in shaping your 
own and other identities. As 
a result, they will engage 
positively with other 
identities and cultures, and 
will be able to recognise and 
challenge stereotypes. 

By promoting sustainability 
children will understand that 
how we use and share the 
Earth’s resources affects the 
health of the planet and of 
everyone with whom we 
share it – now and in the 
future. It will embed the 
recognition that our 
relationship with the Earth 
needs to acknowledge the 
limits of finite resources 
within it.  
  

By promoting health we will 
develop the knowledge, 
attitudes and skills needed 
for healthy choices that 
support lifelong learning. It 
will inspire children to 
contribute to creating a safe, 
caring and empowering 
environment. 
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Place  

Each Year, the children will study a place behind the location in more depth.  In order to make these studies 
more relevant or real to the children, the chosen places are linked to their historical or scientific learning and 
in line with their locational knowledge. The studies may also be a pre cursor to subsequent historical studies 
enabling children to explore how the geography of a place has impacted on historical events. These places will 
be from a range of continents so the children can compare and contrast their knowledge of different places of 
the world.  

These studies will satisfy children’s natural interest and curiosity about places but they will also help children 
to avoid and correct any stereotypes that may have formed. Subsequently, the studies will encourage children 
to respect different religions, races and cultures and develop an understanding of the word and their place 
within it.  

Change  

Each class will study a feature of physical geography, outlined in the National curriculum.  The features that are 
studied will all be geographical features that change over time. Through these studies children will learn that 
change is a normal process. It occurs at varying rates, at different times and in different places. Some changes 
are predictable, recurrent or cyclic, while others are unpredictable or erratic. Some changes are natural whilst 
other changes are the result of human interaction.  

Studies of this nature are important as they allow the children to understand how basic physical systems affect 
everyday life and how everyday life can effect physical systems.  From here, they will be able to make sensible 
judgements in their roles as global citizens about matters involving relationships between the physical 
environment and society. 

 

History 

Chronology  

Before studying different historical periods, the children will need to develop a sense of chronology. The 
children will begin by focusing on themselves and their immediate family and the changes that they have 
experienced within their lifetimes. Children will then move onto looking at grandparents and other older 
significant figures to enable them to see how life was different for them. To build upon this chronology further, 
the children will then compare and contrast the lives of significant figures from further ago making them 
aware of a past beyond living memory. Once children have established the idea that life is ever evolving, they 
will study the Stone Age. This will give children an understanding where their life has evolved from. These two 
bookends will than act as reference points for all subsequent learning.     

Chronological understanding is the bed rock for all subsequent historical studies as it enables pupils to place 
their learning within the bigger picture and allows them to establish a clear narrative within and across periods 
of history, which they are then able to compare and contrast. This all leads to a stronger understanding of 
world history and their role in the future.  

Invasion   

In Key Stage 2, each class will study an attempted invasion of Britain comparing and contrasting the reasons 
for the invasion, the methods of the invasion and the legacy it had on the United Kingdom. These studies will 
also build on their prior learning as they get a continued sense of the chronology of the history of Britain.  

These studies will cover the most formative period in British history and through studying them children will 
get an understanding that British values, systems and language is a result of all the different cultures and 
customs of the invaders who have settled here.    
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Civilisation 

In Key Stage two each class will also study an Ancient civilisation.  The focus of these studies is upon the 
formation of these early civilisations, how they were able to prosper and their influence on the Western world. 
Through studying a number of these civilisations in detail, the children will be able to compare and contrast 
what elements made them prosper, including a geographical study of their physical features.  

Studying these ancient civilisations is important as the children will consider our contemporary values and 
their origins. A rich understanding of this history and its impact on the present is central to children’s 
continued development and understanding of global citizenship and of their and our potential impact on the 
future.  

 

Science 

Living Things 

For young students things are ‘living’ if they move or grow; for example, the sun, wind, clouds and lightning are 
considered living because they change and move. Others think plants and certain animals are non-living. An 
everyday example is that students think various lifecycle stages of a butterfly are not alive (the eggs and 
immobile pupae), whereas a caterpillar and butterfly can move and are therefore considered to be alive. We 
aim to address these misconceptions about living things through our robust curriculum.  

During their time at Coniston, children will closely study plants and trees in the natural environment, taking 
measurements and making observational drawings. They will also learn about a variety of habitats and the 
plants and animals that live there. They learn to tell the difference between things that are living, dead and 
things that have never been alive, and apply this in a range of contexts.  

In addition to this. children will learn about how humans and other animals are born, grow and change, and 
what we need to survive and be healthy. Children classify different kinds of animal babies, learn about the 
basic needs that are shared by humans and animals, and research the differing needs of animals within our 
care. In Year 6, children will also learn about variation and adaptation when studying evolution and 
inheritance.  

It is important for children to have a rich knowledge about all living things in order for them to become global 
citizens who understand their role is sustaining the world around them.  

 

Energy and Forces  

Throughout the children’s primary school education, they will learn about light, sound, magnetism, electricity 
and forces. By the end of their primary education, children will know how light travels and how this enables us 
to see objects, how vibrations cause sounds and how sounds travel, as well as how sounds can change pitch 
and loudness, magnetic attraction, what electricity is and how to measure it and about forces such as gravity, 
friction, water resistance and air resistance. They will have the opportunity to build upon prior knowledge and 
when ready will have the opportunity to experiment.  

These studies will satisfy children’s natural interest and curiosity about how everything on Earth is powered 
but they will also give children the required knowledge needed to problem solve and create through our 
design and technology curriculum. For example, simple machines work by turning small forces into larger ones, 
allowing us to perform tasks with more strength or speed. This new knowledge will be written deeper inside 
their memory and it will help the children be more functional in the modern world and more independent. 
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Materials  

Each child will learn about materials and their properties throughout their time at Coniston Primary school. By 
the end of Key Stage 1, children will have compared the suitability of different everyday materials for different 
purposes. They explore how objects made of some everyday materials can change shape and how the 
recycling process is able to reuse some everyday materials numerous times. Through Key Stage 2, children will 
learn about rocks, the differences between solids, liquids and gases and what we as humans can do to 
manipulate these states of matter and how we can use them to our advantage.  

Studies about materials and their properties are important as they allow the children to understand the world 
around them and the practicality of different materials which are used in everyday life. Again this will give 
them the knowledge they need to make sensible, thoughtful decisions in the design and technology process. 
From studying materials, the children will be able to make sensible judgements about the world they live in as 
global citizens; they will be able to be analytical about matters involving relationships between the physical 
environment and society. 

 

Design and Technology 
 
It is important that children design, plan, make and evaluate products that solve real and relevant problems 
within a variety of contexts. With this in mind, we have developed a progressive design process that children 
work through when designing their products.  It is important that when designing the children are equipped 
with the necessary technical knowledge to allow them to make informed decision. There are three main 
concepts that children will study throughout the primary phase, these are structure, mechanism and food and 
nutrition.  The technical knowledge within each area has been carefully mapped out so it is progressive across 
Key Stages.  We aim, wherever possible, to link these studies and subsequent projects to other curriculum 
areas. By connecting our global citizenship themes throughout the teaching of design technology, we also 
explore issues that affect us all in our lives and this helps inform decisions that will shape our future.    
 
Structures  
In Year 1, the Children will learn to use basic construction skills to build free standing structures. Children can 
use their understanding to build simple houses, linking this to their learning about homes in history and 
geography. Throughout Year 1, children will then continue to experiment with different construction kits and 
learn how they can make their structures more stable.  
 
In lower Key Stage two, the children build on their prior learning about free standing structures and begin to 
study shell structures and their purpose of protection, containment and presentation. They will examine the 
different ways these structures can be strengthened. This knowledge and understanding is developed and 
applied through the design and construction of environmentally friendly carriers to protect and transport 
micro eco-systems. This connects with their science learning about habitats and the ongoing global 
sustainability theme.  
 
In upper Key Stage two, the children move on to looking a frame structures and the use of beams, columns 
and foundations as methods of reinforcing. The children will also look at different ways to join materials 
together. The children will then use what they have learned to design and build bridges that could withstand 
an enemy attack - inspired by their studies of invasion.  
 
Mechanisms  
Children are introduced to the concept of mechanisms through learning that wheels and axles are the part of a 
vehicle that makes it move. Children will use their own simple mechanism to make a moving toy inspired by 
their historical studies of toys.  They will also be able to use their knowledge of structure to build the chassis.   
Children are then introduced to the idea of sliders (Year 2) and levers (Lower Key Stage 2) this further enforces 
that mechanisms are systems that have an input, a process and an output.  In Year 2, their inspiration for their 
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design comes from their work on the moon landing where they design and make a commemorative card.  In 
lower Key Stage 2 the children design and produce a teaching aid using levers and sliders to explain the 
process of a natural disaster linking to their geographical studies.   
In upper Key Stage 2 the children will look at how mechanical systems such as pulleys or gears create 
movement. They will look at different inventions linked to their studies on the industrial revolution and then 
design and make a prototype of their own invention used to solve a modern day problem.  
 
 
Food and Nutrition  
Throughout their studies of food and nutrition, children will be able to connect their learning to science and 
personal social health education studies to reinforce the importance of healthy eating.  
 
In Key Stage 1 they begin to recognise the different sources of food with a particular focus on growing fruit and 
vegetables.  They will get practical experience of growing these foods and use them to create smoothies.  
Through the design process the children will learn the importance of fruit and vegetables as components of a 
healthy diet and through making products the children will learn how to clean and prepare the food safely.  
 
In Year 3 the children will start by reconnecting with their learning from Year 2 and continue to think about 
healthy eating.  They will also look in greater depth at other sources of food like meat. They will link to their 
learning of Ancient Egypt and study the harvesting of grain and bread making processes. Through the 
subsequent setting up of a healthy sandwich shop children will be able to link all of their learning together. 
Designing and creating the packaging for the sandwiches continues to develop their construction skills and 
their understanding of materials. 
 
In upper Key Stage 2 the children will study how recipes can be further adapted through the addition of spices 
and herbs. They will learn which plants these herbs come from and where they grow in the world. As many of 
these spices and herbs are not grown in the UK naturally they will consider the sustainability aspects of 
growing foods out of season or climate.  
 
Electrical systems  
Closely linked to their study of electricity in science, children in Key Stage 2 will also design and make electrical 
products. Designing and making these products will give the children opportunity to re enforce the knowledge 
they have learned in science. In Lower Key Stage 2 they will design a product that uses a simple circuit and one 
type of switch whereas in upper Key Stage 2 the children will use their scientific knowledge to create a more 
complex circuit that has two output devices controlled by separate switches. The product will be dual warning 
system linked to their studies of the air raid siren.  
 

 

Art 
A knowledge rich art curriculum inspires children and enables them to develop practical skills and creativity 
alongside their knowledge of Art History.  Our curriculum works to create confident, independent artists who 
can articulate and value their own creative journeys.  With this in mind, there are three key concepts that the 
children will encounter across the main areas of study: drawing, painting and sculpture. 
 
Art History 
Throughout both key stages children will be given access to art history education in order to develop skills of 
visual analysis, research and communication as well as build on empathy, tolerance and mutual respect for 
world cultures.  Children are taught, and expected to remember, key dates and facts but are also taught to 
recognise distinguishing features of an artist’s work and enabled to place a painting within its context.  
Throughout their primary education, children will encounter a range of art movements and associated artists, 
as well as study more contemporary and lesser known artists.   
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Composition 
In the visual arts, composition refers to how the artwork is put together. It is how the artist intentionally used 
the elements and principles of art and design to create the artwork. The placement of objects within the 
picture plane is not an arbitrary act, but is the result of calculated decisions. Through the study of individual 
pieces, children will learn how artists lead the viewer into and around their composition and will be able to use 
this knowledge to create their own pieces. Children will be taught to use the elements and principles of art and 
design intentionally to create focal point, create mood, and give directional cues that will help the viewer 
navigate their work and therefore avoid the middle of the page images that are all too often produced at 
primary level. 
 
 
Colour theory 
In each of the main areas of study: drawing, painting and sculpture, children will be taught aspects of colour 
theory.  The children know that colour theory is used to describe the collection of rules regarding the use of 
colour in art and design.  Colour theory informs the design of colour schemes, aiming at aesthetic appeal and 
the effective communication of a design message on both the visual level (colour as light) and the 
psychological level (colours as symbols and emotions).  This knowledge is used to communicate their thoughts 
about the art work being studied as well as inform their own creative choices. 
 
In Key Stage 1 children are introduced to the basics of colour theory.  They use the correct vocabulary and 
know that red, blue and yellow are the primary colours.  They know that these cannot be mixed or formed by 
any combination of other colours.  They know that all other colours are derived from these three hues.  They 
mix two primary colours to form the secondary colours (orange, green and purple) and know that adding white 
to a base colour forms tints and black to a base colour forms shades.  When looking at works of art children 
begin to talk about how the colours make them feel. 
 
In Key Stage 2 children build on their knowledge and related vocabulary.  Children explore warm and cool 
colours, complementary colours, and analogous, triadic and monochromatic schemes in pieces of art. They are 
able to use this language when discussing works of art and the effects these have on the audience.  They are 
able to verbalise their choices and desired effects when talking about their own creative choices. 
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Maths at Coniston  

Our aim is for all children at Coniston Primary School to be able to use their mathematical skills and 
knowledge confidently throughout lives. They need to be confident in selecting appropriate and effective 
methods to solve mathematical problems in a variety of contexts. We want all children to enjoy mathematics 
and to experience success in the subject. 

Rationale  

This will be achieved through the consistent application of the calculation policy; a weekly diet that consists of 
varied fluency, reasoning and problem solving; a supportive learning environment that encourages 
metacognition and self-regulation and teachers skilled assessment for learning.  

Calculation Policy  

All concepts are introduced with concrete resources for children to feel and manipulate as they develop their 
conceptual understanding. As this develops, the children then move towards the pictorial and abstract stages 
where they work interchangeably to reinforce children’s learning.  The calculation policy is a progressive 
document and not year group dependent.   

Maths Diet  

The National Curriculum (2014) forms the basis of our long term planning.  The medium term planning 
organises the topics systematically so each term all year groups are taught objectives from the following units; 
Place Value, the four operations, fractions, measurement and statistics. Short term unit plans are prepared for 
daily teaching and as well as teaching procedure they expose children to reasoning and problem solving tasks.  

At Coniston we believe that mathematical proficiency requires a focus on core knowledge and procedural 
fluency. When teaching these procedures teachers must challenge the children through teaching with 
variation. We believe that the central idea of teaching with variation is to highlight the essential features of a 
concept or idea through varying the non-essential features.  This will ensure children are able to carry out 
these procedures accurately, flexibly and consistently. Children are then challenged to reason and problem 
solve within the area of maths.  We believe that exposure to these types of problems helps pupils to make use 
of relevant prior knowledge; break down problems into a series of simpler steps; choose appropriate methods 
and approaches and to then review and evaluate their answers in context.  

Because of these beliefs, all teachers plan lessons that follow this structure;  

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5 

Skill teaching and 
varied fluency  

Skill teaching and 
varied fluency  

Skill teaching and 
varied fluency  

Skill teaching and 
varied fluency  

Problem Solving 

Lesson  

Verbal Reasoning 
and smaller 
problems  

Verbal Reasoning 
and smaller 
problems  
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Learning Environment  

In all classrooms there is a maths learning wall, a maths washing line, maths equipment readily available and 
answer stations.  

  

 

Maths washing lines  

When teaching children a new skill or procedure, Steps to Success (STS) will be written with the children. Each 
step will be colour-coded and have a written and visual example. This will then be added to the maths washing 
line and be a point of reference for the children to access independently.   

 

These prompts will be used to support teaching and learning, encouraging children to engage with their 
environment and the resources and prompts available to them. Practical resources will also be easily 
accessible and clearly labelled for children to use at all times.  

 

Answer stations  

From Year 3 onwards, children are trained to effectively use answer stations. By using these stations children 
can self-regulate their learning. They are able to move themselves on to more challenging problems and are 
encouraged to identify their mistakes and misunderstandings and seek a solution to this.    

 

Maths across the curriculum  

It is important that children have the opportunity to practice their maths skills in other subjects for purpose 
and context. The connected curriculum gives children the opportunity to do this through;  

• Explicit maths links mapped into the long term science plans for each year group  
• Critical thinking and reasoning fundamental to history sessions  
• Enterprise projects involve money and data handling opportunities for knowledge transfer 

Learning Walls  

Learning walls grow as the learning progresses, 
with examples of learning going on the display as 
they happen.  They show key vocabulary (for unit 
of work) what we already know (yesterday’s 
work), today’s learning and an example of what 
the children will be able to do after the teaching 
input. 
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English at Coniston 

Our English curriculum uses the National Curriculum (2014) to promote high standards of literacy by 
immersing children in a language-rich environment that excites, enthuses and inspires them to flourish as 
learners.  

Rationale  

In order to achieve this each class uses high-quality texts, linked to something they have previously or are 
studying in the Connected Curriculum, as a vehicle to provide a stimulus for purposeful writing opportunities 
that are relevant to real life. Speaking and listening is embedded within our curriculum, allowing children 
opportunities to retell stories, communicate ideas and feelings clearly and ultimately become confident 
individuals. We have a passion for reading for pleasure and our ultimate aim is to create a community of life-
long readers. We intend to provide an ethos and environment that excites, enthuses and inspires children to 
read. Through developing a passion for reading we aim to connect children to the wider community, increase 
their understanding of their own identity and raise their aspirations. These opportunities aim to develop our 
children’s cultural capital, a love of language and a life-long passion for reading. 

Phonics and Early Reading 

At Coniston, providing effective Phonics and early reading provision is a priority. We aim to ensure that 
children make a strong start in Reception which continues throughout Key Stage 1 and allows them to enter 
Key Stage 2 with the ability to confidently access the wider-curriculum.  

To do this, we follow the DFE’s Letters and Sounds systematic-synthetic-phonics programme. The school’s 
long-term plan ensures that there are clear expectations of children’s progress through the programme and 
regular assessments are in place to identify gaps in children’s understanding. Teacher use a consistent 
approach to teaching and aim to quickly identify children’s gaps in learning to ensure an effective keep-up 
system. This ensures that no child is left behind on their journey to leaving Coniston as fluent, confident 
readers. 

Phonics Teaching Sequence 

   
1 Revisit • Activate prior knowledge 

• Practise recognition of GPCs 
• Oral blending and segmenting 
• Fluent reading/spelling of words with known GPCs 

2 Teach • Explicit teaching of new GPC/tricky word 
• Blending and segmenting with new GPC 
• Model/memorisation 

3 Practise and 
Apply 

• Practise reading and spelling words with new GPC and captions 
including previously taught GPCs, tricky words and high 
frequency words 

4 Revise • Revise key learning – another point in the day/ throughout the 
wider curriculum 

 

Our reading scheme is in line with Letters and Sounds, our whole-school approach to phonics, and ensures that 
children are provided with sufficient reading practise at the right level, both in school and at home. 

 

 

 

 



Coniston Primary School 
 
 
Reading Teaching in Reception and Year 1 

In Reception and in Year 1, teachers use a mix of whole class shared reading and small group guided reading 
sessions to develop reading skills. Whole class reading focusses on developing comprehension and prosody 
skills and, although there may be some decoding practise referred to within the teaching, it is not the main 
focus for the session. A whole class text is displayed on the Interactive Whiteboard and discussion and verbal 
questioning and response are the primary foci. Small group, guided reading sessions also take place are more 
focussed on a particular skill that individuals need to develop.  

Lesson type Focus  
Text interrogation Vocabulary growth, Making reading purposeful, Develop children’s deeper 

understanding of a text, Make connections with: themselves, other texts 
and the world around them. 

We are Readers Reading for pleasure 
Prosody Developing intonation, rhythm and expression of reading. 
V Vocabulary 
I Infer 
P Predict 
E Explain 
R Retrieve  
S Sequence 

 

Reading in Year 2-6 

In Key Stage 2, children develop comprehension skills and a love of reading through whole class sessions 
through a teaching sequence carefully planned by the class teacher. There are a range of lesson types that are 
detailed below: 

Lesson Aim 
Text interrogation Vocabulary growth, Making reading purposeful, Develop children’s deeper 

understanding of a text, Make connections with: themselves, other texts 
and the world around them.  

Try it – VIPERS Model and practise Vocabulary, Inference, Prediction, Explanation, 
Retrieval, Summarising/Sequencing skills 

Use it - VIPERS Consolidate, Practise and support Try it VIPERS skill. 
VIPERS Consolidate, Practise and support VIPERS skills. 
We Are Readers Develop children’s passion for reading, make reading purposeful and 

relevant our children and the world around them, Discovering and 
exploring a range of text types and sources 

 

In order to develop oracy throughout the school, both Key Stages use Agree, Build and Challenge sentence 
stems. These aim to improve children’s speaking and listening and encourage children to challenge each 
other’s views respectfully within the classroom environment.  
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Writing in Key Stage 1 

In Key Stage 1, writing lessons use a high-quality text as a stimulus alongside the storytelling approach for the 
teaching and learning of writing. This approach centres on the children learning a high-quality text off by heart, 
allowing them to experience a wide range of language and embed their understanding of the structure of a 
story. The children use a story map with visuals, alongside actions to aid them in the retelling of the story.  

 

 

Writing in Key Stage 2 

In Key Stage 2, writing lessons centre around a Try it, Use it, Prove it approach. This approach puts composition 
at the centre of writing lessons and ensures that the Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar objectives set out in 
the National Curriculum are taught with real purpose, outlining their effect on the audience. Teachers create 
and display steps to success with the children, alongside high-quality modelled writing to provide them with 
visual prompts within the classroom to be successful within the lesson. ‘Try it’ activities focus on ensuring the 
children are confident with the mechanics of the grammar whilst ‘Use it’ and ‘Prove it’ activities focus on more 
independent application of the skills. Non-fiction and Fiction text types are planned progressively, ensuring 
that when children reach the end of Key Stage 2, they are able to write with purpose in a range of real-life 
contexts. 
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Classroom Environments 

In all classrooms at Coniston there is a writing learning wall or washing line. These develop throughout the 
year and provide the children with the necessary resources such as STS, writing toolkits and modelled 
examples. These prompts support teaching and learning, encouraging children to engage with their 
environment and develop their independence.  

            

Key Stage 1 classrooms display Phonics boards at the front to ensure children have access to the resources 
that they use to write as well as ‘tricky’ words; both in line with the children’s current progression through the 
Letters and Sounds programme. Story maps are also displayed on the washing line which include images and 
key vocabulary as visual prompts for the children.  

            

Writing Displays 

Children’s writing and artwork is displayed within the corridors at Coniston to celebrate children’s 
achievements whilst raising their aspirations. The displays show the themes that each class have been working 
on with the children’s work taking centre stage.  

 


